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I n the beginning, there were manual
cameras, which reluctantly gave
way to the era of auto cameras. At

first these auto cameras simply meant
autoexposure. Then came autofocus
cameras, auto advance and auto re-
wind, and finally cameras featuring all
of the various auto functions. Now
Canon's EOS 630 takes the meaning of
automatic cameras to a new level with
seven automatic programs! The Canon
630 EOS lets the photographer decide
what kind of photo situation exists, se-
lect the matching program number,
and take pictures with confidence. As
if that weren't enough improvement,
the EOS 630's automatic focusing is
about twice as fast as the earlier EOS
models! The result is a camera that
puts automation to practical use.

AUTOFOCUS SYSTEM

The Canon EOS 630 offers two AF
modes: one-shot, and AI servo or con-
tinuous. If the subject is constantly
moving, as in a sporting activity, you
would use AI servo mode. As the sub-
ject moves towards you, the camera
anticipates each movement of the sub-
ject and focuses the lens right up until
the instant of exposure, to ensure accu-
rate focus. We found that this continu-
ous-focus function worked very effi-
ciently with a variety of water sports
where the subjects were constantly in
motion and moving both towards and
away from us.

We found the one-shot setting ideal
for composition when the subject was
off center. We simply focused the
small bracket in the center on the sub-
ject, pressing the shutter button
halfway, panning to the correct fram-
ing, then releasing the shutter. In
either mode we found the autofocus
system to be extremely fast and effi-
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cient, even in very low light.

AUTOEXPOSURE MODES

The autoexposure system uses the
same three basic types of autoexposure
found on most cameras today—aper-
ture-priority, shutter-priority, and pro-
gram mode. Each of these three expo-
sure modes then has access to two
types of light metering—a six-zone
evaluative metering system, and a
6.5% spot meter. Canon's six-zone

button and placed it on a light object
in the scene. There was a 1 V$-stop dif-
ference, which told us that our slide
film's 1.5-stop latitude just might not
be able to capture the whole scene.

DEPTH-OF-FIELD
AUTOEXPOSURE MODE

When everything between two
points in a scene has to be in focus, this
control is superb. Start by placing the
near focus point in the camera's focus
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evaluative metering system has the
ability to evaluate difficult lighting sit-
uations such as high-key, low-key, and
mixed lighting. We found this meter to
be very accurate when the sun was in
the picture.

There are also times when a 6.5%
spot meter might give a better evalua-
tion of the situation, especially when
pinpointing a critical exposure in the
highlights or shadows. For example,
we took a standard meter reading of a
carnival scene, and mentally noted the
exposure. Next we pressed the spot

square. Depress the shutter button
halfway, and "dep 1" appears in the
viewfinder. Next, place the focus
square on the far point, depress the
shutter button halfway, and you'll get
a "dep 2." Reframe your scene and
press the shutter button all the way.
Just before the shutter opens, the auto-
focus system will refocus the lens, and
set an aperture that allows for sharp
focus from near point to far.

We found that this system works
very well when shooting nature photos
where depth of field is so critical.
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CANON EOS 630
Flowers, for instance, are usually
found at various levels when shooting
down on them. To get them all in fo-
cus, simply focus on the top flower,
then focus on the bottom flower, and
shoot. The only danger lies in selecting
focus points so far apart that the re-
sulting shutter speed would be too
long to be handheld.

AUTOEXPOSURE BRACKETING

Exposure bracketing on most of the
newer cameras is only possible with
multifunction backs, or with special
function cards. The 630 EOS offers
this helpful feature "automatically."
When using the AEB function, you
can set up to ±5 stops of bracketing.
This function is set and canceled man-
ually, so the photographer can bracket
repeatedly without resetting the func-
tion as with the EOS 620.

AUTO SITUATION DIAL (P.I.C.)

We saved Canon EOS 630's best fea-
ture for last. This new and unique
function is called P.I.C., which stands
for Programmed Image Control.
Here's how it works. Suppose you are
shooting a sporting event. Instead of
deciding which auto controls you want

to use, set P4 (for sports), and the Can-
on 630 EOS sets all the necessary auto-
matic controls to produce top-notch
action photography. Continuous auto-
focus, continuous motor drive, and an
autoexposure program biased towards
high shutter speeds allow you to con-
centrate on just the action.

If you wanted to photograph the
winner, you would turn the P.I.C. con-
trol to P5 (for portraits). The camera
would again set all the automatic con-
trols for portraits, such as one-shot au-
tofocus, continuous motor drive, and
autoexposure biased for wide apertures
to keep the background out of focus.
We found the standard PI control
handy when we didn't know just what
we were going to photograph next.
This set up the camera for normal situ-
ations with one-shot AF, single-frame
advance, and the six-pattern metering.

We used the P2 position (quickshot)
for shooting somewhat stationary ob-
jects that had quick movements, such
as kids and pets. When we were not as
concerned with action as we were with
depth of field, we used the P3 (land-
scape) position. In the landscape
mode, the camera selects smaller aper-
tures and slower shutter speeds.

The P6 (close-up) position let us to
take nature photos that required great
depth of field. At this setting, the ex-

posure program favors smaller aper-
tures and compensates for shallow
depth of field. When indoors or in low-
light, situations where camera shake
may be a problem, the P7 position, la-
beled "indoor," helps keep the pictures
sharp, yet maximizes depth of field.

HAVE IT YOUR WAY

If you don't like how the camera is
programmed, simply modify various
functions to suit your needs. You can
cancel and reprogram alternatives for
the seven basic camera operations.
Cancel the film rewind when shooting
in quiet areas such as press confer-
ences. Or, leave the film leader out if
you want to reload a partially exposed
roll of film. Turn the DX function off
if you plan to push your film; or select
manual, fine-focusing when using your
autofocus lenses. The Custom Func-
tion Control lets you program the
camera to operate the way you want it
to. You can choose from a full line of
interchangeable EF lenses, flashes, and
other Canon accessories. The built-in
motor drive lets you rip through the
film at up to five frames per second.
Canon's EOS 630 takes a step beyond
autofocus and autoexposure with its
Programmed Image Control system.
The Canon EOS 630 makes taking pic-
tures as easy as 1, 2, 3....4, 5, 6, 7. ffi

Magic 1: The full-size tripod that
fits inside your camera bag

Only CULLMANN lets you choose
monopod, tripod or quadpod.

You can count on CULLMANN
for superb stability, reliability, and
innovative features.

Ultra-light trapezoidal legs
cannot collapse.

It stands to reason. Round legs
which rotate to unlock, can collapse
if accidentally rotated. Trapezoidal
legs can't rotate. So our positive
Quick-Locks give you fast, one-
handed leg control that's infallible.

3-way pan head is
super-slick.

Fluid horizontal and vertical
panning and sideways tilts are
smooth and precise, thanks to
CULLMANN's needle bearings
and visco-elastic lubricants.

How can a tripod be a
quadpod and a monopod?

Easy. Our Model 2503 has a long
center column with stepless height
adjustment. A top clamp secures
the column. The bottom can be
extended to the ground for extra
support. Perpendicular struts
provide maximum strength.

Use the center column, alone, for
monopod action photos.

If you prefer crank columns,
consider our Model 2901. Then, if
you forget to lock the column-even
with your very longest lens
mounted-the folded crank handle
works as a secondary brake.

All CULLMANN Bags and Tripods
have a 5-Year Warranty

For more information on our full line, contact:

CULLMANN
1776 New Highway, PO. Drawer U, Dept. PP09C
Farmingdale, NY 11735 (516) 752-0066
Distributed exclusively in the U.S.A. by GMI Photographic Inc.
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